Time Guardian Module Sheet
Time Guardian Plus is an expandable time management software which features seamless
integration with Amano’s latest Access Control products. Time Guardian Plus automates
the collection, calculation, and preparation of employee time data for processing payroll.
PART# TGN-ADVOVERTIME - includes multiple levels of daily, weekly, and consecutive overtimes.
Also includes unique range overtime for customized date range settings and unlimited paycodes to define.
PART# TGN-ADVSCHED - provides comprehensive scheduling options such as auto sensing schedule
assignment based on employees punches, rotation schedules for workers that work patterns (3 days on/4
days off), individual scheduling with multiple shifts per day, and advance schedule for time off. Also offers
importing of schedules and multiple payclass rules.
PART# TGN-ADVMEAL - unlocks the power of defining complex rules for employee lunch and rest periods.
Allows users to configure rules that track employee lunch and breaks. You can define fixed times or have
the software auto sense the periods. Includes lunch penalty rule and credits for unused time for use on
other periods.
PART# TGN-ADVROUND -provides settings to snap the punches to the schedule start and end, rounding of
hours by the day, week, and pay period. Also provide the ability to configure different rounding for each day
of the week and holidays.
PART# TGN-ADVLABOR - provides 5 additional labor levels for tracking purposes, The levels are fully
customize for names and unlimited entries. Also with this module it provides assignment of rates tracking.
The system provides two rates, a cost rate (eg. used for employee wages) and billable rate (eg. used
invoicing customer for labor hours). It provides for complex rules to calculate the rate based on the labor
and employee.
PART# TGN-ACCESS - integration of Nexus 220 or AmanoNet with Amano’s Time and Attendance
application. Integration includes employee and department synchronization, auto sync login, auto process
sync access and re-punch protection.
PART# TGN-WEBINTER - provides thin client web access with no software to install for client setup. This
includes employee configuration and employee global assignment through web access. This module also
provides employee portal offering web punch-in, viewable previous punches, time sheets for hours
allocation and schedule posting reports. The supervisor portal also provides the ability to edit time cards,
manage employee data, run reports, and scheduling (advance schedule module must be purchased).
PART# TGN-ZONEDIFF - unlocks the capability of configuring premium pay rules that are based on the time
of day. This module provides for multiple time windows, multiple qualification rules, and multiple awards
per each qualifications. Premiums are usually given to employees that work overnight or special schedules.
The award rules are endless (additional hours/dollars, changing rates, setting labor levels, and etc.).
PART# TGN-EVENTNOTE - includes instant messaging profile with notification based on pay code threshold,
notification exception selection and absence notification by threshold. This module also includes company
and employee notification. This comes with instant messaging system that is integrated with the
application.
PART# TGN-BENETIME - provides benefit tracking of hours for employee time off. (de-accrual or import
balances). This comes with the ability to import benefit time.
PARN# TGN-ADVPAYCLASS - features pay class tree, close pay period and default period for Company
setup, pay period option for daily activities, holiday group, pay code templates and unauthorized hours
report and time card reporting. This module is needed for companies that have multiple pay rules for
employees.
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EMPLOYEE UPGRADE
PART# TGN-EMPO025 - Per Block of Employees - 25
PART# TGN-EMP0050 - Per Block of Employees - 50
PART# TGN-EMP0100 - Per Block of Employees - 100
PART# TGN-EMP0250 - Per Block of Employees - 250
PART# TGN-EMP0500 - Per Block of Employees - 500
PART# TGN-EMP1000 - Per Block of Employees - 1000
PART# TGN-EMP9999 - Per Block of Employees - Unlimited
USER UPGRADE
PART# TGN-USER001 - Per Block of Additional Users - 1
PART# TGN-USER005 - Per Block of Additional Users - 5
PART# TGN-USER010 - Per Block of Additional Users - 10
PART# TGN-USER025 - Per Block of Additional Users - 25
PART# TGN-USER999 - Per Block of Additional Users - Unlimited
PAYROLL INTERFACES
PART# TGN-PAYINTER001 - ABRA
PART# TGN-PAYINTER002 - ACCPAC FOR WINDOWS
PART# TGN-PAYINTER003 - AHOLA
PART# TGN-PAYINTER004 - AMANO
PART# TGN-PAYINTER005 - AMERICANHEALTHTECH
PART# TGN-PAYINTER006 - AMERIPAY
PART# TGN-PAYINTER007 - CERIDIAN ENCORE
PART# TGN-PAYINTER008 - CERIDIAN ESOURCE
PART# TGN-PAYINTER009 - CERIDIAN INSYNC
PART# TGN-PAYINTER010 - CERIDIAN SOURCE 500
PART# TGN-PAYINTER011 - CERIDIAN WEB
PART# TGN-PAYINTER012 - COMPUPAY
PART# TGN-PAYINTER013 - CYBORG
PART# TGN-PAYINTER014 - DACEASY
PART# TGN-PAYINTER015 - DELTEK
PART# TGN-PAYINTER016 - DM PAYROLL
PART# TGN-PAYINTER017 - EVOLUTION
PART# TGN-PAYINTER018 - FIDELITY
PART# TGN-PAYINTER019 - GREAT PLAINS DYNAMICS
PART# TGN-PAYINTER020 - HRPS/SCORPEO
PART# TGN-PAYINTER021 - JD EDWARDS
PART# TGN-PAYINTER022 - LAWSON 8.1
PART# TGN-PAYINTER023 - MAS 90
PART# TGN-PAYINTER024 - MILLENIUM
PART# TGN-PAYINTER025 - PAY CHOICE
PART# TGN-PAYINTER026 - PAYAMERICA
PART# TGN-PAYINTER027 - PAYCOM
PART# TGN-PAYINTER028 - PAYCOR
PART# TGN-PAYINTER029 - PAYMAXX
PART# TGN-PAYINTER030 - PAYPLUS
PART# TGN-PAYINTER031 - PAYROLL 1
PART# TGN-PAYINTER032 - PAYTIME
PART# TGN-PAYINTER033 - PEOPLESOFT
PART# TGN-PAYINTER034 - REAL WORLD
PART# TGN-PAYINTER035 - SAGE
PART# TGN-PAYINTER036 - SAGEACCPACERP
PART# TGN-PAYINTER037 - SBT VISION POINT 10
PART# TGN-PAYINTER038 - SOLOMON
PART# TGN-PAYINTER039 - SPECIALIZED DATA SYSTEMS
PART# TGN-PAYINTER040 - SUNGARD PENTAMATION
PART# TGN-PAYINTER041 - TIMBERLINE
PART# TGN-PAYINTER042 - ULTIPRO
PART# TGN-PAYINTER043 - PAYMATE PLATINUM

